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Remarkable among all the DVD to iPod software, TOP DVD to iPod Converter rips/converts DVD
(including DVD-9, DVD-5 and IFO image files) to iPod MP4, iPod MP4 AVC, iPod MP3, etc. at an
amazing speed.

TOP DVD to iPod Converter empowers you to preview the DVD before converting, customize the
output effect freely, clip the movie segments simply, snapshot the images in preview, shut
down the computer automatically after converting finished, convert files in batches, etc.

Easy to convert DVD to iPod, TOP DVD to iPod Converter will give you more freedom on
converting job. Get your iPod life started, and enjoy your favorite DVDs anytime anywhere.
Download it right now and have a try for free!

Key Features

Multiple formats and devices supported

Convert DVD-9, DVD-5, IFO image files to iPod MP4, iPod MP4 AVC, iPod MP3, BMP.
Support iPod.

Powerful and unique functions

Preview the DVD movie before conversion.
Capture pictures you like in preview.
Clip any segment of the DVD to fit your portable devices.
Customize the output effect by adjusting video size, video quality, audio quality, audio
channel, etc.
Automatically shut down the computer after conversion is finished.

More amazing functions

Friendly and easy-to-use interface and you can master it without previous study.
Support multithreading and batch conversion, which makes your conversion faster.
Perfect output quality, completely the same as the original one.
Lifetime technical support and upgrade.
No safety hazard.

Reference
Input format support:    DVD-5, DVD-9, IFO image files
Output format support:    iPod MPEG-4, iPod MPEG-4 AVC, MP3
Output image format support:    BMP

System Requirement
OS:    Win2000/2003/XP, Windows Vista
Processor:    1GHz Intel/AMD processor or above
RAM :   512MB memory or above
Hard Disk:    100MB or above
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